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Aims, Ethos and Values
This Behaviour Policy is built upon our aims, ethos and values.
Aims
• Celebrating the uniqueness and individuality of each person in the school community
• Promoting a lifelong love of learning through an engaging and varied curriculum
• Promoting positive relationships between all members of the school community and beyond
• Establishing a safe, supportive and nurturing environment where everyone can succeed
• Encouraging everybody to continually strive for improvement in all they do

Ethos
Our ethos is made up of the themes that help us underpin these aims. It is three words:

effort, encouragement, excellence
We ask everybody at the school to put in the effort to be successful. Learning is hard and it takes effort.
Teaching is hard and it takes effort. We explicitly recognise this and value the effort it takes to be
successful teachers and learners.
We encourage each other because by coming together as a community we can all achieve more highly.
Recognising strengths and supporting weaknesses makes us happier, better people.
If we all put in the effort and encourage each other, the outcomes (both academic and pastoral) will be
excellent.
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1.

Principles of our behaviour policy

1.1 Hartford Junior School strives to create an environment in which pupils and all staff can
work, teach and learn in a happy and safe atmosphere. We support the children at the school to
make positive behaviour choices, and teach our behaviour expectations explicitly. Our prime way
of working is to positively reinforce the ways of behaving we all expect.

1.2 Aims
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To promote and reward good behaviour.
To develop self-discipline and respect, where each pupil learns to accept responsibility for
their actions.
To prevent bullying. (see Anti-Bullying policy)
To establish an understanding that pupils complete all academic tasks, enabling them to
reach their full potential.
To develop acceptable rules that regulate the conduct of pupils.
To develop a consistent approach to behaviour throughout the school.
To promote parental co-operation and involvement, with parents encouraging their
children to demonstrate positive behaviour and parents supporting the school’s authority
to discipline its pupils.
To provide a positive learning environment in which pupils feel safe.
To ensure all pupils show respect and courtesy towards all adults and towards each other.

In order to achieve our aims we need to be clear about:
• How we encourage and reward good behaviour in our school
• How we discourage and manage poor behaviour in our school

1.3 At Hartford Junior School we believe:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

In a positive, consistent approach to behaviour management where staff, the governing
body, parents/carers and pupils understand and accept high expectations of behaviour
That strong school leadership at all levels is key to promoting self-discipline and respect
with pupils feeling safe.
Pupils’ right to participate and learn without disruption is paramount
It is key that pupils’ needs are met through lessons that are tailored to their abilities,
ensuring that pupils complete assigned work
Staff must have a clear understanding of the strategies needed to ensure high standards of
classroom management
All staff, pupils and parents must understand the school’s Rewards and Sanctions systems,
which need to be clear and defined so that pupils fully understand what is required to gain
appropriate recognition for their work and behaviour, but also to be aware of what will be
accepted and tolerated.
We expect everyone to be honest and accept responsibility for their actions.
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Our policy respects the rights and property of others and understand the consequences of
negative and unacceptable actions in order to develop a culture of self-discipline in all
areas.
The consistent implementation of accepted behaviour strategies is key in ensuring that
pupils appreciate and adhere to accepted good practice. Continual reinforcement is
essential.
Continued staff development on the understanding of the school’s expectations is
essential.
Pupil support systems are essential if positive and supportive behaviour structures are to
be effective with clearly defined processes, actions and consequences laid out in an
appropriate and logical manner which is understood by all.
Effective links with parents are vital. Two-way communication and methods of discussing
policies and procedures is essential. Parents should be made fully aware of the accepted
processes when liaison between school and the home occurs. Similarly, support from
external agencies should have set structures and processes so that smooth dissemination
of information can take place with the processes understood by all.
The development of a clear and simple process with appropriate external agencies is vital in
the management of the pupil’s transition to other educational providers.
This behaviour policy acknowledges the school’s legal duties in respect of safeguarding and
in respect of pupils with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND).

2.

How we teach positive behaviour

2.1 Routines and Expectations
We believe that the clear explanation of the schools’ routines are essential to enable all children
to behave well. At points during the school year, we will explicitly teach the routines that we
want all pupils to follow. These routines are exemplified as an appendix to this policy, and can be
regularly updated as they evolve.
Routines are separated into 3 sections:
1.
2.
3.

Routines inside the classroom
Routines moving to and from the classroom
Routines outside the classroom

At the start of each school year we will spend an appropriate amount of curriculum time teaching
these routines to the children. We will revisit these routines with the children over the course of
the school year.

2.2 PSHCE Lessons
At Hartford we subscribe to the Cambridgeshire PSHCE service and teach their Conflict
Resolution Unit of work. Children are taught to recognise how conflicts arise; how to put in a
Conflict Blocker and how to reach a Win/ Win situation where both parties are happy. All staff
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and pupils are familiar with the language and methods of resolving conflict through restorative
approaches, rather than punitive methods.

2.3 House Points
The school uses a house point system to recognise positive behaviours for learning. The house
points are linked to the school’s aims, values and ethos. Children are put into one of 4 house
teams, and each week the points total for each team is calculated. The winning team holds the
House Point Cup for the following week.

2.4 Assemblies
Positive behaviour is taught regularly throughout the year in daily assemblies. This should
reinforce the teaching that takes place in class at the start of the school year.
We celebrate good behaviour and personal achievements with Headteacher’s Star of the Week
and awards and recognition during Friday assembly time. This can be for outstanding behaviour
or work.

3.

How we discourage and manage inappropriate behaviour

Establishing and maintaining simple routines is a powerful way of helping children to create the
right conditions for learning and for promoting positive behaviour choices. We would always
expect an adult to reflect on their role in setting the atmosphere for good behaviour if behaviour
is not good.
In class, a teacher may use the following strategies to help manage inappropriate behaviour:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remind pupil of school and class rules
Meaningful looks, hand gestures and other body language
Ignoring misbehaviour associated with attention seeking
Making general announcements, i.e. not personal
Having a quiet word linked to an expectation
Noticing good behaviour as it occurs and praising it.

3.1 Behaviour sanctions:
Sometimes, however, this may not be enough and, depending on the child and / or situation, it
may be necessary to deal with persistent misbehaviour by working through the Behaviour
Sanctions which are displayed in each class:
In class:
Step 1 – Discrete reminder of good behaviour choice
Step 2 – Formal warning
Step 3 – Reflection Time review
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At Break/Lunchtime:
Step 1 – Verbal warning
Step 3 – Time out on bench or standing by the wall
Step 4 – Reflection Time Review
In extreme cases, it may be necessary to proceed to more significant sanctions. (See Exclusions)

3.2 Reflection Time
Reflection Time takes place at lunch time and is led by a member of staff trained in supporting
children who are overcoming difficulties. Children who have progressed through the class
sanctions or have been violent, threatening, disrespectful to adults or used inappropriate or
offensive language are asked to attend. Bullying would also be initially dealt with in Reflection
Time. (see Anti-Bullying Policy)
In Reflection Time children are invited to think about their behaviour. This involves children
focusing on their unacceptable behaviour in an emotionally intelligent way and ensures that
pupils using inappropriate behaviour or causing harm are held to account for their behaviour by
enabling them to:
•
•
•
•

Accept responsibility for the harm caused to the individual
Accept responsibility for the harm caused to others (for example staff, friends or family)
Recognise the need to take action to begin to repair the harm caused
Agree a range of helpful actions to repair the harm caused, which will be monitored over
an agreed period of time.

The length of the reflection time session will be at the judgement of the adult leading the
reflection. It should be proportionate to the incident leading to reflection, and may take the
individual’s personal situation into account. Reflection is unlikely to take longer than 15 minutes,
but if it does it may indicate that the issue is significant and will require further advice and
support.
When another person has been affected by another’s poor behaviour choice, both parties may
be invited to attend reflection time to discuss the problem. After these discussions, a decision
will be made on whether any consequences are required.
Children who have harmed are asked to reflect on their behaviour and complete a form. If a child
is repeatedly in Reflection Time, either a letter will be sent to parents or they will be invited in to
discuss ways to help support their child in making the right behaviour choices.
All time spent in Reflection Time is logged and monitored.
Sometimes the person harmed is also invited to attend so that they can be part of the
Restorative conversation.

3.3 Ongoing Challenging Behaviour
Sometimes Reflection Time conversations are not sufficient to curtail inappropriate behaviour. If
this is the case, a discussion will take place with a member of the SLT, the class teacher, SENCO
and parents to identify other supports to be put in place. These may include:
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Lessons taken in another area
A behaviour chart for the individual child
Isolation for a half day or day
Missing breaks
Removal from trips and visits and extra-curricular visits /activities if their behaviour causes
concerns around their safety and those of others.

4.

Exclusion

In rare cases where the sanctions and consequences above have failed or extreme inappropriate
behaviour has occurred, it may be necessary to exclude a child. This is only ever considered after
all other avenues have been explored. At all times, the Local Authority’s procedures are followed.
Any child returning to school following exclusion is reintegrated carefully.
4.1 Types of Exclusion:
•

•

•

Internal Exclusion
Internal exclusion is when a pupil is excluded from the rest of the school and must work away
from their class for a fixed amount of time. This will be in a different classroom.
An internal exclusion is a discretionary measure, where a pupil’s behaviour is escalating and
more serious measures need to be taken but there are not yet grounds for an external / fixedterm exclusion. Typically, a child receiving a consequence of this level should be receiving
additional support for their behaviour, intended to help them to avoid their behaviour escalating
to a point where a fixed term exclusion is necessary (examples: behaviour chart to address
specific behaviours causing a problem; support from the learning mentor etc).
Temporary / Fixed-Term exclusion:
A temporary / fixed term exclusion is when a child is excluded from school and must remain
home for a fixed amount of time. This should be for the shortest time necessary to ensure
minimal disruption to the child’s education, whilst mindful of the seriousness of the breach of
policy.
Permanent exclusion:
A permanent exclusion is when a child is permanently excluded from school and not allowed to
return. This is a very serious decision and the Headteacher will consult with senior leaders and
Chair of the Governing Body as soon as possible in such a case.

5.

Special Educational Needs and Disabilities

Children with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities are supported to access all of the
methods of encouraging positive behaviour. We write and review Learning Passports twice a year
and these include approaches and strategies which will discourage poor behaviour and
encourage good. Reflective conversations about behaviour expectations can be adapted to suit
all needs. However, occasionally children need more emotional and behavioural support and
then we write a Personal Support Plan (PSP) for them. A PSP, often along with an Individual Risk
Assessment, is shared with all staff who have contact with the pupil. PSPs are reviewed with
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parents/ carers frequently and adapted as necessary. If behaviour continues to cause concern,
then an EHA (Early Help Assessment) may be considered along with support from external
agencies and professionals.

6.

Searching pupils

We have a legal right to search pupils if we have reasonable grounds to suspect they may have
with them items which might cause harm to others. The search will consist of asking pupils to
empty bags, pockets or show any objects they may be concealing. If it is deemed necessary to
search a pupil, there will always be 2 members of staff present. Parents will be informed if their
child is searched. This will not be an invasive search or a body search. School staff are not trained
for this procedure. If a body search is deemed necessary, the police will be informed and the
pupil kept at school and their parents informed.

7.

Confiscation

Items may be confiscated from pupils and they will be returned at the end of the school day.
Parents will be involved at the school's discretion. The school retains the right to involve the
police and parents would be informed if this was the case.

8.

School Trips

The school will follow normal rewards and sanctions on school trips. In cases of extreme
behaviour parents will be contacted and asked to remove their child from the trip.

9.

Physical Restraint

The School follows Local Authority Guidance for when physical restraint may take place. It is a
last-resort option, and should rarely be used. In a situation where it is being considered, staff
must judge whether a physical intervention would be reasonable or appropriate. Essentially, the
only time restraint should be used is when there is a genuine risk to the physical safety of any
pupil or adult.
If physical restraint has been used, the pupils’ parents must be informed and a record written in
the restraint book kept in the school office.
If it becomes apparent that physical restraint may be needed on a regular basis for an individual
pupil then the school will seek professional advice from the Local Authority.

Appendix A: Routines at Hartford Junior School
Please note, all these procedures should be explicitly taught at the start of the school year.
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Pupils should always be reminded of the ways we want them to behave before issuing sanctions.
Positive reinforcement of desired behaviours is our prime way of working. Sanctions are for
deliberate non-compliance after being positively reminded.

Section 1: INSIDE THE CLASSROOM
SCENARIO

ROUTINE

REGISTRATION

Teacher welcomes each child into the classroom from 8.30am
A.M: Teacher completes the Red Register as children enter the class
silently from 8.30 am and transfers to ScholarPack before 9:00am
Morning task is set as silent reading
Teacher and TA support pupils during registration to ensure they have
everything they need on their tables and to check that pupils have a
reading book and are purposefully engaged in silent reading(see other
routines and expectations)
Class is lined up and is led to assembly with adults at the front and back of
the line using the ‘merge in turn’ routine.
Teachers/ TAs must take the Red Register to the OFFICE at the beginning of
assembly
P.M: Pupils are collected from their alphabetically arranged lines at the
end of lunchtime and led into class silently to continue with silent reading
as the afternoon register is taken on ScholarPack
*SEND pupils may need adjustments made – TA can take child out to
support them – those that struggle with morning routines can go to a
before school club e.g. sensory circuits/ Lego club – see Charlotte Deaves

TOILET VISITS

Children should use toilets during transition times throughout the day–
If children cannot wait until a transition point, they can indicate the need
for a toilet break by putting their hands on head to signal but not during
the teaching or tasks instructions
Use a visual display for boys and girls to indicate when the toilet facilities
are in use – one at a time
Children should not ask to go if someone is in the toilet already
Use a visual display for boys and girls to indicate when the toilet facilities
are in use – one at a time
A queuing system will not be implemented and children will not be
expected to signal for the toilet unless the toilet is empty – be aware of
EMERGENCY visits (body language) and pupils with SEND/ MEDICAL needs

DRINKS

Water bottles must be kept under the tables
Use transition times to remind pupils to drink
Pupils may not drink during direct instruction time but during practice
time, pupils can independently take a drink of water
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HANDING OUT
RESOURCES

Day- to- day books will fit in the files
Files to be placed on the floor
iPad, pencil case and library book on table in nest pile
Class monitors to hand out class readers and textbooks etc randomly
chosen names but children can refuse to be a monitor –
Monitors hand out resources to row ends for pupils in rows to pass down
to relevant children
At end of task – pass redundant resources back down to the row into a
pile for monitors to collect
SILENT routine expectations

GAINING PUPILS’
ATTENTION

SLANT is used and embedded in school – 3,2,1 SLANT counting down
verbal and visual on fingers
• pens down
• empty hands
• fold arms
• feet on floor
• straight back
• tracking Teacher
TAs will support pupils in making the right decisions/ remove pupils to talk
reboot if needed – positive behaviour management applied
Ensure that SLANT happens throughout the lessons during all input times
ALL ADULTS use and expect SLANT to be followed

KEEPING PUPILS’
ATTENTION

There must not be fiddling with items at any time in the classroom.
All pupils (unless arranged with SENDco) will not be permitted to bring toys
etc into school – school issued fiddle toys only
• Teacher or TA will signal to pupil to put away the item
• If pupil continues to fiddle remove and all items required to
prevent and address the behaviour at an appropriate time
Teachers must be prepared for lessons to ensure gaps in instruction are
minimised
Communicate that pupils know that they should hang on their teacher’s
every word and that they will learn from all adults in the room
Teachers also model not fiddling with items during teaching – model the
expected behaviour – no fiddling, sitting on desks etc
NO OPT OUT – TLAC pupils always need an answer and bounce back/ build
on – TAs to privately address repeat opt-outers
answering questions
model framed answers so pupils are clear and confident about response
format

MANAGING NOISE
LEVELS

Ensure noise levels are directed and clearly explained
Visual of noise levels and expectations used where appropriate
Ensure any noise made is purposeful and contributes to learning in the
classroom
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COMPLETING
TASKS

Pupils instructed to raise hand is they need help with a task - adults to
acknowledge and move back to pupils asap
Tell pupils how long they have to complete the task and regular pacing –
precise timings 7/9/11/12 minutes etc so timings do not become arbitrary
and stick to the timings
Use timers for pupils – the buzz is the signal to stop alongside 3,2,1 track
me or 3,2,1 SLANT

VISUAL TIMETABLE

The visual timetable in the classroom must be in place before the day
begins and every session in the timetable clearly ordered
Preparation in advance – if changes are made to the timetable (if
unavoidable changes are made) make it clear
Shared before assembly briefly
Take each lesson off the timetable as the lesson ends to signal transition
points

ANSWERING OFF
TASK QUESTIONS

Set in expectations about what is appropriate during teaching time
Develop stock phrases/ signals to positively redirect pupils e.g. “ at
breaktime and I will listen then”
firm tone of voice – “now is not the time – thank you that needs to stop”
for pupils repeatedly interrupting instruction

UNEXPECTED
DISRACTIONS

Refer to SLANT routines and expectations
Positively frame, redirect attention
Acknowledge pupils that are managing distractions

READING

Set expectations that all pupils must have their book and if not, parents/
carers will be contacted
CHECK that all pupils are complying with task of reading and be seen
looking (TLAC) – Pastore’s Perch

SHARPENING
PENCILS

Ready sharpened pencils in classroom for pupil to raise hand with pencil
for an adult to swap a new pencil (adult can choose)
Use sharpening of blunt pencils as a targeted strategy for a pupil that
needs a repetitive task

GETTING NEW
EQUIPMENT

Set and enforce expectations for looking after pencil cases and replacing all
stationery neatly and respectfully
Children will raise the item of stationery needing to be replaced and an
adult will swap if appropriate
Adults need to know where everything is in the classroom and resources
kept fully stocked
glue sticks – show them how to use to stick in square and diagonal on the
back - glue sticks modelled

TISSUES

Hand up for tissue – pupils instructed to move to tissues/ sanitiser/ bin
Heavy cold protocol – individual resources – bottle of sanitiser and box of
tissues/ nappy bag for dirty tissues with hand washing at transition times
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LESSON
TRANSITION

Tuck in chairs – stretch out task - maximum of three minutes for tidying
and stretch and settled back into SLANT

Section 2: TO AND FROM THE CLASSROOM
SCENARIO

ROUTINE

PREPARATION FOR
LEAVING THE
CLASSROOM

Coat kept in class with snack in coat pocket / or in designated tray – goes
outside with person on duty
Water bottles stay in class
Resources/ books away, stationery away and SLANT to indicate when
readiness
Stand behind chair in silence
Adult to lead out children leaving a row at a time, merge in turn
Pupils will line up in alphabetical order when returning to class – adults at
front and back of rows

MOVING AROUND
SCHOOL

Pupils will move around the school in silence unless responding to an
adult.
Address behaviours in corridors – all staff have a responsibility to do this –
use positive reinforcement frequently. Use sanctions rarely but where
appropriate and when undesirable behaviour is repeated

Section 3: OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM
SCENARIO

ROUTINE

FIRE/ EMERGENCY
LOCKDOWN/
EVACUATION

READ ALL PROTOCOLS ISSUED
WALKIE TALKIES TO BE ISSUED FOR EVERY CLASSROOM – ADULT ON DUTY
TO COLLECT WALKIE TALKIE WHEN OUT OF CLASS – BREAK/ LUNCH/ PE/
OUTDOOR LEARNING

LUNCHTIME

sitting 1: year 3 and 4
line up in classroom, sanitise hands, pick up coats/ and come through the
library , collect packed lunch from trolley and be directed by MH and ER
MH and ER will manage the diners and ensure serving is standardised
Groups of eight at a time will go to the counter and collect meals
Children will go out when the whole year group has finished dining
sitting 2: year 5 and 6
year 5 and 6 will line up outside and come in to eat – they will be lined up
in alphabetical order ready to be collected by year group staff – front and
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rear
Reflection time – pupils eat with their peers but reflect during the outside
time
Teacher responsibility to ensure that pupils get to reflection time
Teachers ensure pupils should have what they need for reflection if it is for
work related reasons
Pupils outside will line up alphabetically and teachers will collect pupils in
returning back to class
ASSEMBLY

When children are in a line in the hall they stay stood up until they are in
the right places and teachers will indicate for line to be seated – in line
with chairs, make adjustments for pupils that need to sit on chairs
Teachers to take register bag to the office during assembly time
Late comers will be sent straight into hall and sit at the end of the line
classes always come out in a set order – year groups to decide on their
order so that the merging will be more efficient e.g. Beech then Chestnut
Downstairs wait for the upstairs to make their way down to prevent pupils
waiting on stairs
End of assembly whole school stand up – adults at each end and pupils are
supervised back to class in silence

ENTERING SCHOOL

Children with bike or scooter get off and walk to the shed
Children without scooter/ bike are not to be permitted in bike sheds
Into school – stay on the left – sanitise on way in through main doors
(upper) in class (lower)
Doors are opened pupils come in silently
Children encouraged to get straight to their silent reading
bags on pegs- coats on chairs

EXITING SCHOOL

usual tidying routine and files on tables SLANT
upper school filter out end of day
lower school – pupils collect their items from the cloakroom and stand
behind their chairs and can leave when their adult comes to collect
ensure a goodbye is said to class

FACILITATING
SAFER PLAY

Monitor for play equipment bags to be appointed in each class – sanctions
apply for pupils not allowing monitors to complete their duties
Adults on duty should engage with pupils’ play and facilitate social
interactions and good communication
Replicate class sanctions if required – verbal warning (noted down in a
notepad) and sit a child away from the game for 5 minutes
follow-up the time out with restorative conversation and ensure pupil is
clear on the mistake they made - Reflection required thereafter
Children must not engage in tree-climbing or play fighting

ZONES

Children are not permitted in the wooded area or the willow – sticks are
not permitted under any circumstances
Zoned areas for year groups will be set up
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EARLY HELP

Sheet in reflection book that highlights pupils that have repeated ‘issues’
either with friendships or managing behaviour
Designated staff members will initiate conversations and monitor where
required, pupils that are finding breaktimes challenging
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